RS 58,000 CR FOREIGN FUNDS TO NGOS IN 3 YEARS: MHA

One of the huge common funds were released by MHA under the Foreign Contribution Regulation Act between 2017-18 and 2018-19. The funds were released in the name of Pakistan by the Government of Pakistan.

India’s role in vaccine production is critical

HC rejct posts 6PG exams

The Telugu High Court on Tuesday said the state government should not conduct the exams through online instead of conducting examinations in person. During these examinations, the state government's High Court has stated that a decision be made on the outcome and final results of the exams.

Centre’s Power Bill is dangerous and draconian: KCR

Describing The Electricity Amendment Bill, 2020, as a “dangerous and Draconian measure”, Chief Minister K Chandrashekar Rao on Tuesday asked to clear the Telangana Electricity (Amendment) Bill 2020 before the powers in the Electricity Act. The act was passed in the Assembly on Wednesday. He also pointed out that the bill was introduced on Wednesday.

Why China wants to go to war with India

Citing by opinion the meaning of troops and operations on the border, China is likely to be war. These three factors are likely to be decisive.

Jayant Sinha’s comment on the September 15, 2020, 5:00 PM
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CORONAVIRUS CASES CROSS 50 LAKH MARK IN INDIA

rs. 18337.66 crore foreign funds were received by NGOs registered in the country. Reddy said the Foreign Contribution Regulation Act, 2010, is a great incentive to NGOs for five types of programs in religion, social, economic, educational and cultural, as mandated under section 11 of the Act.

VIDEO OF MP VILLAGERS CHASING AWAY COVID AMBULANCE GOES VIRAL

As residents of Washirpur district of Mahabubnagar chased away ambulance with sticks and stones to stop from ferrying a COVID-19 patient to a government hospital, an ambulance with sick COVID-19 patient was seen in the video.

Exports fall 12.66% in Aug; Trade Deficit Narrows to USD 6.77 Bn

For the sixth straight month, India’s exports slumped 12.66 per cent to $23.87 billion in August, account of decline in shipments of oilseeds, edible oil, chemicals, metal scrap, iron and steel, non-ferrous metal scrap, and other products. Meanwhile, India’s imports declined to $30.64 billion in August, on account of a decrease in $4.35 billion in the purchase of crude oil. The trade deficit stood at $6.77 billion, or 22.2 per cent of the total imports.

Lok Sabha passes bill to cut salaries of MPs by 30 per cent

On Tuesday, Lok Sabha passed a bill to reduce the salaries of MPs by 30 per cent.
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Ravish Kumar
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Hyd now India's best city to live

The tech giant made a series of claims about India in the past as against USD 1.36 billion in August 2019. However, the trade deficit for the first eight months of the year has marginally increased to $41 billion, from $40.17 billion in the corresponding period last year, according to government data released on Wednesday.

Chinese attempt to alter status quo unacceptable: Rajnath

Minister Rajnath Singh on Tuesday concluded on Wednesday in the All-Party Meet.

The argument is: Why should China go to war with India?

The argument is: Why should China go to war with India?

Facebook Inc among Google’s other companies, in 2012. The silicon chip giant has few unfair advantages.

Google faces grilling on ad business before US Senate

US Senator Amy Klobuchar, a Democrat who chairs the US Senate Commerce, Science and Transportation Committee, has scheduled a hearing on Wednesday to discuss the Google’s power over the internet and how it is harming the digital ad industry.

The hearing comes as US Justice Department is expected to file a lawsuit against Google for abuse of power over the internet.
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Corruption has taken such deep root that it has become the bread and butter of most people in India, and whose policy makers are powerless to remedy the situation.

Corporate houses and politicians have perpetuated the system of patronage so firmly that one is hard-pressed to identify their differences. It is not that the corrupt politicians and corporate houses have not been punished in the past. They have been punished, but those punishments have not been enough to deter them from further acts of corruption. The corruption is systemic and it is not just the politicians and corporate houses who are involved in it. It is also the judiciary and the police who are involved in it.

The situation of corruption in India is alarming. The government has been trying to tackle the problem of corruption for a long time, but it has not been able to do so. The government has been trying to implement several anti-corruption laws, but they have not been effective. The government has also been trying to increase transparency in the functioning of government agencies, but it has not been able to do so.

The anti-corruption laws that have been implemented are not effective. The laws are too lenient and do not have enough teeth to punish those who are involved in corruption. The laws are also not implemented properly. The government has been trying to implement the laws, but it has not been able to do so.

The judiciary is also not doing its job properly. The judiciary is supposed to be the guardian of the constitution and the protector of the rights of the people. But the judiciary is not doing its job properly. The judiciary is also involved in corruption.

The police are also not doing their job properly. The police are supposed to be the protectors of the Constitution and the Constitution. But the police are not doing their job properly. The police are also involved in corruption.
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Parents who gifted mobiles to students are worried over inflated bills

The state government has given an alert to the consumers about it. Since the online process, consumers are getting inflated mobile bills. The mobile government gave an alert to the consumers about it. Since the online process, consumers are getting inflated mobile bills. The mobile government has swiftly acted on the situation and has initiated strict measures to ensure that at least 80% of its total area be covered by 297 new urban parks, 387 in the State Assembly on Tuesday. The offer was launched in a remote place pursuant to the formation of the Haritha Haaram. The buyers, should move for an efficient, effective and citizen-centric administration. The buyers, should move for an efficient, effective and citizen-centric administration. The buyers, should move for an efficient, effective and citizen-centric administration. The buyers, should move for an efficient, effective and citizen-centric administration.
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40 lakh people kept under surveillance as part of COVID contact-tracing: Centre

Elephant trumpets woman to death

TMC MP slams Centre over migrants deaths

Govt monopilising airports: Cong

Drugscases: K'taka Cong targets ruling BJP

NTG seeks report on oral polio vaccines

India's role in production of vaccine critical in containing pandemic

There were five cyclones over the Arabian Sea between 2019 and 2020, which is on the average one per year, the Ministry of Earth Sciences said on Tuesday.

A bench headed by NGT judge Divan, appearing for the Centre, said the government was bypassing the advice given by its own department.
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No dignity of labour

Govt codsly denies compensation to dead migrant saying it's has data. Can it honestly deny facts or credible media reports?

Bijendra Chaudhry once said, “There are three kinds of lies: lies, damned lies and statistics.” Perhaps it is what the Government has internalised in dealing with the migrant labour issue. Since it does not have any kind of data collection that has not been commissioned by it, it denies that there has been any migrant death that it could account for. Knowing this, it becomes easier for the Government to claim that there has been no death because it has no death to account for. This was the stance when the concerned Minister, his office and bureaucrats had for so much reason believed the India toute court’s report, which the Government release minimised the number of deaths. The Minister’s explanation its admission that more than one crore migrants made their way back to their homes States from various corners of the country can it lethally assume, therefore, that no hazard befell them, considering most were daily wage earners and had nothing to fall back upon. Hungry, sick and walking for days, they were in an emergency test in a real show where their deaths could not be ignored. Hence, collateral damage? To the figure not an indication of the jobs lost in the country’s badly unravelled labour market? For once, Congress leader Rahul Gandhi has said it besting, “If you can’t account for the deaths not taken place!”

Also, how can the Government discount the deaths record directly to its own Raiyeministry? Consider the migrant workers who during their travels were asphyxiated on the busy roads between their cities. Why? Even this financial year a crores if each card holder can get a guaranteed 100 days of work this year. Still MGNREGA struggles. A World Bank report in April indicated that the livelihood of nearly 40 million internal migrants was under threat. The report was based on a study of 1,000 households in 10 states. The study found that nearly 50% of the households had at least one migrant worker, and that 40% of the households had experienced a decrease in income. The report also highlighted the lack of data collection on migrant workers, which is a problem that has been acknowledged for years. Without accurate data, it is impossible to provide effective support to migrants and their families. The Government needs to take urgent action to address this issue.

Equality in marriage

Going through courts will only harden extremist viewpoints on same-sex issues. There needs to be a public debate

When the Supreme Court struck down the provisional Section of 1937 that criminalised all same-sex activities in India, it was a landmark decision that paved the way for the legalisation of homosexuality. Now a group of judges has today overturned the Supreme Court’s decision, saying that marriage must be between a man and a woman. The decision is a setback for those who advocate for equality in marriage.

The World Bank report on April indicated that the livelihood of nearly 40 million internal migrants was under threat. The report was based on a study of 1,000 households in 10 states. The study found that nearly 50% of the households had at least one migrant worker, and that 40% of the households had experienced a decrease in income. The report also highlighted the lack of data collection on migrant workers, which is a problem that has been acknowledged for years. Without accurate data, it is impossible to provide effective support to migrants and their families. The Government needs to take urgent action to address this issue.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Crime graph shoots up in Goa

It is, however, like to criticise Prime Minister for being truth of all facts that remain the same. There needs to be a public debate on this issue.
The death of a credible media

Those in charge of public policies hardly realize that by attacking critics they are instigating an equally vitriolic counter-narrative.

India being buried under the weight of unending challenges, the citizens are no longer able to safely navigate the murky, false, and polarized information landscape that we have today. The credibility of public discourse is failing and the present-day media is beholden to the state. As a result, the Indian public discourse is characterised by one-sided narratives, selective reporting, and a lack of critical thinking.

The death of credibility is not just a result of the failures of the media, but also of the failure of the government to provide accurate and timely information. The government has been known to suppress critical news and engage in propaganda campaigns to control public opinion.

As a result, citizens are no longer able to trust the information they receive from the media. This has led to a decline in public trust in government institutions and a rise in conspiracy theories. The lack of credibility in the media has also led to a lack of accountability and transparency.

The current situation is a result of the government's failure to take responsibility for its actions and the media's failure to hold it accountable. This is a dangerous trend that must be addressed if we want to have a healthy democracy.

As citizens, we must be vigilant and demand transparency and accountability from our government. We must also support independent media that is able to hold the government to account. Only then can we hope to restore credibility to our public discourse.
Indian economy to shrink 9% in FY21, says ADB

The ADB lowered its growth forecast for India to (-)9 per cent for calendar year 2021 from (-)4.7 per cent projected earlier, saying that rising COVID-19 cases would sharply down from its June’s projected (-)4.7 per cent. The ADB is now forecasting India’s growth at (-)7 per cent for the current quarter (Q4) and (-)5.9 per cent for the next quarters (Q1 and Q2). The ADB, an international financial institution, is a part of the Asian Development Bank Group and is headquartered in Manila, Philippines.

Indian govt to unveil budget amid Covid scare

The government is preparing to unveil its annual budget amid a surge in coronavirus cases. The budget, which will be presented on Monday, is expected to focus on providing relief to the economy and encouraging investments. The government is considering a range of measures, including tax incentives and subsidies, to support growth. The fiscal year runs from April to March, and the budget is expected to be a key driver of economic activity in the coming year.

Some states against borrowing, others propose more

Some states have objected to the Mekong-US partnership, while others have proposed extending it. The partnership is aimed at promoting cooperation between the United States and the countries in the Mekong region. The Mekong region includes Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, Thailand, and Vietnam, and is home to one of the most dynamic and fastest-growing economies in the world.

The White House is considering a potential mergers and acquisitions (M&A) review of TikTok, a Chinese-owned video-sharing app. The Biden administration is said to be weighing whether to use the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS) to review TikTok’s transactions, which include the proposed sale of the app’s US operations to Oracle.

Zoya looks to redefine luxury jewellery in India

Zoya, a new luxury jewellery brand, is set to launch in India. The brand, which is owned by the women of the Tata Group, is expected to offer a range of high-quality, handcrafted pieces that are designed to appeal to the Indian consumer. The brand is part of the Tata Group’s efforts to expand its presence in the luxury goods market in India.

YouTube launches its TikTok rival, ‘Shorts’

YouTube has launched a new feature, ‘Shorts’, which is similar to the popular video-sharing app TikTok. The feature is designed to allow users to create and share short videos, which can be watched by others on the platform. The launch of Shorts is seen as a way for YouTube to compete with TikTok, which has gained popularity in recent years.

Indian imposed strict lockdown: This has had a severe impact on the economy, said ADB Chief Economist Shinjiro Imai. The ADB lowered its growth forecast for India to (-)9 per cent for the current quarter (Q4) and (-)5.9 per cent for the next quarters (Q1 and Q2). The ADB is now forecasting India’s growth at (-)7 per cent for the current quarter (Q4) and (-)5.9 per cent for the next quarters (Q1 and Q2). The ADB, an international financial institution, is a part of the Asian Development Bank Group and is headquartered in Manila, Philippines.

Global stocks rise on reports of vaccine progress

global stock markets were buoyed Tuesday after Wall Street surged on news of corporate deals and Chinese economic activity improving. London’s FTSE 100 was higher while Shanghai and Hong Kong gained. Tobias declined and improved Tuesday morning. In the current quarter (Q2), India’s GDP grew by 2.4 per cent. In March 2021, GDP grew by 14.3 per cent and India’s headline inflation rate rose to 5.4 per cent. Hong Kong was the weak spot, with a growth rate of (-)1.4 per cent.

Kevin Lai, head of Asia-Pacific fixed income at Nomura, said the news ‘marked a turning point’ but the regional recovery will be ‘prolonged and fraught’, while a global recovery was already underway. In the next few months, the market will be focused on economic data from China, the US and Europe, he added. The S&P 500 was up 0.6% at 4,303.30, while Shanghai Composite Indian gained 0.5% to finish at 3,891.16.

The concept of the luxury markets has moved away from status display to being an expression of personality, said Zoya. ‘The woman is well travelled, articulate, a panellist at Luxe Talks this year. She is not attached to status, she is an independent woman, who is not afraid of expressing her own feminine self, breaking away from the past patriarchal and dominant archetypes which have dominated her life.’

The India economy is shrinking 9% in FY21, according to the Asian Development Bank (ADB) which revised its growth forecast for India to (-)9% for calendar year 2021 from (-)4.7% projected earlier, saying that rising COVID-19 cases would sharply down from its June’s (-)4.7% projected. The ADB is now forecasting India’s growth at (-)7% for the current quarter (Q4) and (-)5.9% for the next quarters (Q1 and Q2). The ADB is an international financial institution, a part of the Asian Development Bank Group and is headquartered in Manila, Philippines.
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THIS SATURDAY,

Kick out lockdown blues with long drive and barbeque

Monsoon calls for some delectable bingeing and weekends are for brunches to satiate our hunger pangs. While the pandemic is making us all conscious about eating outside, Novotel Hyderabad Airport, with utmost safety precautions, has introduced exclusive Saturday barbeque grill offering a magnificent range of flavours infused with fusion dishes. The Pioneer’s K RAMYA SREE writes about this Saturday’s spread, the flavours, hygiene maintained, and more.

A picturesque drive to the hotel and unparalleled dining experience with dishes curated by Chef Varun M B, the culinary mastermind, will make the Saturday barbeque grill, a special affair. The barbeque grill day has a huge spread of items that will enthral the taste buds of both vegetarians and non-vegetarians. The spread has Pul Tikka, Butter Chicken, Boti Kebab, and much more. The chef offers a most delicious seafood, cheese and vegetarian course offers a range of vegetable and non-vegetarian delicacies. Our team and food and service is the perfect fit for dining, all the guests can relish and enjoy the scrumptious vegetarian and non-vegetarian barbeques on live grids, embedded on the tables at the open spaces. We also provide the most perfect fit for the special culinary ride.

While it is difficult to munch on every item, we did get to savour the most recommended by the chef. First of all, was the butter garlic chicken, fish tikka, and paneer tikka. The buttery spiced chicken remnants to be the most generous item of all. Besides the live counters of burgers, snacks, fries, biryani, and chocolates, the spread was concluded with the chef’s special and unique concoction, which is perfect for a dessert walk to eat either a cup of coffee in the company of cherry blossoms, if you would have your table full as well, you will get to enjoy the crazy built fandom, “the eccentric friends to forget your lockdown blues. If you are a person who enjoys long drives, then walk into the Novotel Hyderabad Airport and enjoy the Ronnie’s surrounded by the chirping birds. If you book your table well in advance, you will get to relish the crazy built fandom, “the eccentric friends to forget your lockdown blues.”

Born on 15th June 1988 in Hyderabad to a Marathi mother and a Telugu father having a deep interest in cultural activities, Karunana Bhushan joined Bal Bhavan as a child, and since then, has been trained in classical and western dances, which helped her bag several roles in the Tollywood film industry and television too. She talks to SHIKHA DUGGAL about her journey, her family, films and TV, and more.

K arunana spent a major part of her childhood in Mysuru that has now been transformed into Marathi city, Bhopal which she went onto making her acting debut as a child artist in the Telugu film Allakas that starred Jagapati Babu and was directed by Naveen Krishna. She has been winning hearts with her acting skills, and to know more about the actress who is ruling the Tollywood television industry, host Karunana Bhushan in her television show Vihari The Traveller with her role as Vihari for the first time in the Telugu television history, to host a programme for more than 10 years of telecast, getting a kickstart in her television journey, Vihari The Traveller with Akhilesh Nagariya that aired on MAA TV.

UNFORGETTABLE ROLE

Telugu soap operas, Marathi sitcoms, to be a part of some of the most important shows like Chaarman, Arjun and Kritika in Marathi, Neelima, to name a few. She got to know more about the actress who is ruling the Tollywood television industry, Chaarman, Arjun and Kritika in Marathi, Neelima, to name a few. She got to know more about the actress who is ruling the Tollywood television industry, Chaarman, Arjun and Kritika in Marathi. Karunana got Akhilesh Nagariya her most coveted role from ‘Paniwar’. An excellent lawyer who loves to be a frustrate man – the role gave her some prominent awards in the Telugu television industry. "My debut was filled with memorable moments, and it was a beautiful beginning for me. This has been a blessing in disguise that gave me a beautiful friend for life, with some crazy built fandom, “the eccentric friends to forget your lockdown blues.”

Most-Loved Co-Star

Karunana expresses her view on how she has found great chemistry with OTT, cinema. "I am an actor-driven being but both the mediums, in fact, work on both our content. Content is what matters, it’s necessary to engage the impact of OTT to an undefined audience of filmically, I am able to attain that, OTT is a space where one can opt to the kind of entertainment and that it’s about.

World of Television Post COVID

Karunana Bhushan shares with us the need to repackage the shows from shooting as she doesn’t want to communicate the actor to her family or neighbours — “I am not weak, I am cautious! Neither am I scared, am seeking optimum as we can party on in fact, I am going to throw a huge reunion bash once the pandemic ends. COVID-19 has come like a teacher to us. I walked down the memory lane with my family, and got a special dose of love with my beloved son. My work won’t get affected because I am not bowing down in fact, a monster-like virus. With self-reliance in our hearts, let’s move forward with gratitude.”

I am not weak, I am cautious! Neither am I scared, am seeking optimum as we can party on! In fact, I am going to throw a huge reunion bash once the pandemic ends. COVID-19 has come like a teacher to us. I walked down the memory lane with my family, and got a special dose of love with my beloved son. My work won’t get affected because I am not bowing down in fact, a monster-like virus. With self-reliance in our hearts, let’s move forward with gratitude.”

Ruling TV, cinema, and our hearts since the ‘90s

She has been trained in classical and western dances, which helped her bag several roles in the Tollywood film industry and television too. She talks to SHIKHA DUGGAL about her journey, her family, films and TV, and more.
New campaign on stories of India’s courage amid Covid

The launch of the programme is a direct result of Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s recommendation for introducing nutrition cards to the common man in the country. The Prime Minister had communicated this on August 30, 2020, keeping in mind the importance of focusing on quality and nutritious food intake, along with increasing awareness regarding this topic in the country, especially among the younger generation.

This is a step to address the gaps of micronutrients and deficiency. The Report Card is a compelling and engaging way of showcasing the entire initiative. It will also feature 12 whole foods that can be consumed in more ways that will elevate how its theme is conveyed. The launch of #Together Against COVID

The launch of the #TogetherAgainstCOVID campaign was a direct result of Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s recommendation for introducing nutrition cards to the common man in India. The Prime Minister had communicated this on August 30, 2020, keeping in mind the importance of focusing on quality and nutritious food intake, along with increasing awareness regarding this topic in the country, especially among the younger generation.

This is a step to address the gaps of micronutrients and deficiency. The Report Card is a compelling and engaging way of showcasing the entire initiative. It will also feature 12 whole foods that can be consumed in more ways that will elevate how its theme is conveyed. The launch of #Together Against COVID
Ramya celebrates her 50th b’day with family, friends

For many films, emotions intensify further when it’s the madam who turns 50. Here, we bring to you a glimpse into the celebrations. The actress, who has been entertaining the south audience for over 30 years, has taken to social media to share a pic of her at a bash attended by diverse set of people. “Happy birthday Madame. You are a true icon and an inspiration to all,” wrote a fan.

The actor has resumed shooting in adherence with the COVID-19 safety protocols and in a couple of working days, it will be curtains down for the filming, finds NAGAR GOU

ENJOYING THE CHALLENGE OF FILMING NOW:

AVASARALA

Nayanthara, boyfriend Vignesh holidaying in Goa

A her ringing in Omast a couple of weeks ago in Goa, Nayanthara and her filmmaker boyfriend Vignesh shod in Portugal to shoot for their Marathi film Ishq Wala Love. In Telugu though, this is her maiden project as a director. The actress seems to have particular love for family dramas, sharing a picture of her and Vignesh shooting in a farm. "We're looking at hitting floors very soon. Good to be with you," she wrote.

Sin girl Deepthi to romance Kiran Abbavaram

S everal in Abba Sin earlier this year, actress Deepthi sat has been tapped to play a key role in Kiran Abbavaram’s next project, Sebastian P. C. 524. The director, who has learned extensively from his father, too, will be donning a double role in this comedy and emotional entertainer that will roll after Abba Sin com pies 3 Bhavani productions. The senior aide, Sebastian P. C director Raju Gopalakrishna was impressed with Deepthi’s turn in Sin and felt that she is the best choice to play one taking their individual scenes. Sometime back we approached her for a part in a film, she has promised the film, with us.

Ramya Krishna surprises family and friends at her Hyderabad residence on Tuesday. The actress, who has been entertaining the south audience for over 30 years, has taken to social media to share a pic of her at a bash attended by diverse set of people. “Happy birthday Madame. You are a true icon and an inspiration to all,” wrote a fan.
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Fuming Paire shows little effort in 1st-round loss

Brionte Paire’s anger at being strictly confined at the U.S. Open was clear: "It’s not fair!" He was banned from the court for hitting a ball boy with a ball. The incident occurred during one game and caused Paire’s official suspension to be extended to two years. Paire has beenPlaying well very some. A tennis player does not really need a licence to play. "It takes a lot of discipline," said Paire. "I have been doing tennis for a long time and I have to be focused on practising." But Paire’s behaviour was still justified. "I am not happy. I want to win. I want to win," Paire said.

Finally, Thomas & Uber Cup postponed

Vimal blames Asian nations for withdrawal in 1st-round loss

"We are not as good as we expected to be," Vimal said. "We have done our best, but we still need to improve. We hope to do better in the future."

DC has firepower to go all the way: Axar

Rajat Chandel, the head coach of the India Men’s Cricket team, said the team has the firepower to go all the way. "We have a good mix of players, and we are ready to take on any challenge," Chandel said. "We have a good mix of experienced players and young talent. We are confident of winning the tournament." The team will be looking for another win against New Zealand on September 17. They are yet to make their mark in the tournament. "We are looking forward to the game against New Zealand," Chandel said.

COVID-19 episode made me strong: Manpreet

The 26-year-old left-arm spinner, who has been in and out of the Indian team’s bowling attack, said the COVID-19 episode has made him stronger. "It’s more about movement, getting the legs moving quicker, getting the reactions faster again," he said. "It’s been a good learning experience for me."

Tennis: Murray gets back to winning ways

Andy Murray received a wild card entry into the Western & Southern Open, which is an ATP event and the opening tournament of the US Open. Murray was also awarded a wild card to the US Open. Murray’s best French Open result was in 2016. Bouchard reached the finals of the event. "It is really dis- tinct to work with some of the best players in the world," Bouchard said.

Murray gets French Open wildcard

Andy Murray, who missed the 2020 season due to injury, has been granted a wild card into the French Open. Murray, who is ranked 37th in the world, is making his return to professional tennis after a year-long absence. "I am looking forward to getting back on the court and competing at the highest level," Murray said. "I have worked hard to get back to this point and I am excited to see what I can achieve."

Pilkington calls for improved net in T20s

Much-criticized goalkeeper Fraser is the only non-Liverpool player in the squad. "It’s a case of trying to get the best players for the job," Pilkington said. "We have a good mix of经验和年轻 talent. We are confident of winning the tournament." The team will be looking for another win against New Zealand on September 17. They are yet to make their mark in the tournament. "We are looking forward to the game against New Zealand," Chandel said.